ART

Curriculum

Our curriculum is based around our narrative journeys, with children being fully
immersed in a range of experiences.
It is crucial that we instil in our children a love for art through purpose and
imagination.
With our engaging and diverse narrative curriculum, children will have access to a
range of art and design techniques, a range of materials and exposure to various
inspirational people, enhancing cultural capital.
Children will develop self-confidence and will leave Southdale being able to inspire
others, as well as being able to use their own initiative to become inventors.
The art curriculum is designed to ensure full coverage and progression through
exciting and broad experiences.
We aim for them to use transferable skills in all art projects, applying skills from
Year 3 to Year 6, and building on these each year.
We believe it is crucial for children to embed skills and knowledge throughout the
entirety of their journey Southdale, allowing them to flourish and ensure in-depth
understanding and application of skills.
Our art curriculum is inclusive for all children, including our disadvantaged children.
Every child has access and exposure to a diverse range of artists, chosen based on
the needs of our children.
Throughout their journey at Southdale, children build on their rich learning, by
revisiting skills so they can deepen their artistic abilities.
We are passionate about children leaving us being creative individuals, knowing
how to produce art expressing their own life experiences, and being equipped with
the skill of thinking critically.

ART

What we
need to cover

Progression across school

Create sketchbooks
to record their
progress and skills

NARRATIVE YEAR 3

• to use drawing,
painting and
sculpture to
develop and
share their ideas,
experiences and
imagination (KS1)
• to develop a wide
range of art and
design techniques
in using colour,
pattern, texture,
line, shape, form
and space (KS1)
• to create sketch
books to record
their observations
and use them to
review and revisit
ideas (KS2)

Curriculum

The Lost Book of Adventure
Children to record their drawings of forest trees in their sketchbooks. Pencil only.
Experiment with hatching and tone. Focus on one sketching technique. Session 2
to focus on the skill of colour mixing, mixing shades of blue – using blues, black
and white colours only. Experiment making a starry sky on navy card – display in
sketchbook. Use sponges to build up colour – introduce purple, blue and dashes
of white. Add forest trees using fine brushes.
Evaluate their work in books – what did they enjoy doing? What do they like the
best?
The Incredible book eating boy
Victorian Child
Stone Age Boy
Galapagos Island
The Pirate Cruncher
NARRATIVE YEAR 4
Varjak Paw
Children to use half of a cat face to sketch the other half symmetrically, recording
the details of the cat. They will then use blue and gold paint and pen to work on
their cardboard sculpture design.
A child’s garden
Hansel and Gretel
Willow Pattern Story
Escape from Pompeii
The One and Only Ivan
Rivers

ART

What we
need to cover

Progression across school

Create sketchbooks
to record their
progress and skills

NARRATIVE YEAR 5

• to use drawing,
painting and
sculpture to
develop and
share their ideas,
experiences and
imagination (KS1)
• to develop a wide
range of art and
design techniques
in using colour,
pattern, texture,
line, shape, form
and space (KS1)
• to create sketch
books to record
their observations
and use them to
review and revisit
ideas (KS2)

Curriculum

The Viking Boy
Children to home in on the details of intricate scaled skins of different dragons
during their sketching lesson. Create a page of scales and shade in each scale
using shading techniques creating light and dark in each- look at how scales are
darker on edge and lighter in centre (apply range of techniques).
The Land of Neverbelieve
Henry’s Freedom Box
Eye of The Whale
Greek myths
The Boy in the Tower
NARRATIVE YEAR 6
The Island
Children to revisit the four main sketching techniques and apply them to a 3d
structure of a ball (see attached). Using this knowledge, children to build on this
by practising a continuous line task, followed by a real life sketch study on peers.
This aids the knowledge of shape, tone and form, focusing on the space around
the object. Evaluate work in sketchbooks – what went well? Better if? Favourite
medium?
Rose Blanche
Romeo and Juliet
The Mysteries of Harris Burdick
Titanic
The Edo Princess

ART

What we
need to cover

Progression across school

Great artists,
architects and
designers

NARRATIVE YEAR 3

• Learn about the
work of a range of
artists, craft makers
and designers,
describing the
differences
and similarities
between different
practices and
disciplines, and
making links to
their own work
(KS1)
• Learn about great
artists, architects
and designers in
history (KS2)

The Lost Book of Adventure
Children learn about the work of Van Gogh, creating different shades in the style
of Vincent Van Gough. When focusing on the starry sky in sketchbooks, children to
apply Van Gogh’s style of strokes.
Incredible book eating boy - Olivia Jeffers
Victorian Child
Stone Age Boy
Galapagos Island - Gaudi
The Pirate Cruncher - Neroli Henderson
NARRATIVE YEAR 4
Varjak Paw
Laurel Burch will be studied, focusing particularly on the contrasting colours of
blue and gold to inspire the children before creating their final pieces. Children to
analyse choice of colour and where Laurel got their inspiration from.
A childs garden - Angie Lewin

CROSS CURRICULAR
LINKS TO HISTORY/
GEOGRAPHY –
EG HENRY MOORE
WAR LINK

Curriculum

Hansel and Gretel - Andy Goldsworthy
Willow Pattern Story
Escape from Pompeii - Jackson Pollock
The One and Only Ivan
Rivers

ART

What we
need to cover

Progression across school

Create sketchbooks
to record their
progress and skills

NARRATIVE YEAR 5

• to use drawing,
painting and
sculpture to
develop and
share their ideas,
experiences and
imagination (KS1)
• to develop a wide
range of art and
design techniques
in using colour,
pattern, texture,
line, shape, form
and space (KS1)
• to create sketch
books to record
their observations
and use them to
review and revisit
ideas (KS2)

Curriculum

The Viking Boy
The children are to highlight and unpick key information about the artist Tim Jeffs
from the given information sheets. Keep referring to image and the way Tim Jeffs
has used his pencil when creating final pieces.
The Land of Neverbelieve - Hundertwasser
Henry’s Freedom Box - TBC
Eye of The Whale
Greek myths
The Boy in the Tower - TBC ARCHITECT
NARRATIVE YEAR 6
The Island
Children will investigate the life of Henry Moore, comparing his inspiration of his
WW1 experiences to the work of the illustrator in our narrative. Create a mood
board to practise his techniques of wax crayon, paint and charcoal, to create
figures. Focus on Henry Moore war art images - underground in WW2 - can
they identify his use of line and tone- his use of perspective? Discuss colour and
atmosphere create. Stick in images of his work and draw from images in charcoal
or pencil. Evaluate and analyse as they go along, explaining what the artist might
be trying to portray? Is this the best material to use? How they affected society and
how this affects us now?
Rose Blanche
Children to independently research who Banksy is, answering and asking
questions to enquire about this mystery figure. Chosen websites from teachers.
Book talk some of his pieces – what is the message?
Romeo and Juliet - Laura McKellar
The Tales of Harris Burdick
Titanic - Sandra Meech
The Edo Princess

ART

What we
need to cover

Progression across school

Produce high
quality outcomes

NARRATIVE YEAR 3

• to use a range of
materials creatively
to design and make
products (KS1)

Main outcome – starry sky, with guided group on canvas.

• to improve their
mastery of art and
design techniques,
including drawing,
painting and
sculpture with a
range of materials
[for example,
pencil, charcoal,
paint, clay] (KS2

Stone Age Boy

Curriculum

The Lost Book of Adventure

The Incredible book eating boy
Victorian Child

Galapagos Island
The Pirate Cruncher

NARRATIVE YEAR 4
Varjak Paw
DT week creating model cats with flashing eyes using electrical circuits.
A child’s garden
Hansel and Gretel
Willow Pattern Story
Escape from Pompeii
The One and Only Ivan
Rivers

ART

Curriculum

What we
need to cover

Progression across school

Produce high
quality outcomes

NARRATIVE YEAR 5

• to use a range of
materials creatively
to design and make
products (KS1)

Divide image into 4 sections (model first) and page into 4 sections -( grid method
recap from Year 4 )and draw outline of each section in box pressing really lightly
so that each box joins up. This method helps with proportion. When modelling
get children to focus on outline of reptile – negative space. Designing our dragon
head. Think about adding dragon features to lizard. Then add in the main lines of
image such as creates round the eye and creases in skin. Don’t shade anything at
this point.

• to improve their
mastery of art and
design techniques,
including drawing,
painting and
sculpture with a
range of materials
[for example,
pencil, charcoal,
paint, clay] (KS2

The Viking Boy

Begin blending a grey all over lizard. Identify the darker shades and lighter parts of
lizard – not the scales the skin underneath. Blend with finger. Using sharp pencil
begin adding scales into lizard- don’t worry about grid method as it doesn’t matter
if scales are different to Artists image however is you put in larger scales first that
will help fill some space.
Choose a point to work from- starting from the eye copying fine line and details.
Continue adding scales- look at the darkest areas add shading the in further to
create the depth to the scales- refer to week so that children know how to shade
the large scales to give them a 3D look. Keep referring to image and the way Tim
Jeffs has used his pencil.
Keep working on above. Keep pencil sharp. To add colour- photocopy original
drawing on cartridge so that there is still the pencil original. Add watercolour to
original- not too dark so that pencil lines come through. Cut out lizards and back
onto black.
The Land of Neverbelieve
Henry’s Freedom Box
Eye of The Whale
Greek myths
The Boy in the Tower
NARRATIVE YEAR 6
The Island
Abstract human figures using charcoal, watercolour paint and wax crayons.
Week3- practicing with other materials- children work on large scale drawing
focusing on figures. Children work on drawings in using pencil and charcoal.
Discuss shapes of people and how they are abstract shapes rather than looking
like people. Developing own version of the island scenes - use charcoal to black
out background creating grey all over A3 paper. Then drawing on top in pencil
and darker charcoal and using white chalk to add lighter areas. Finishing drawings
adding in less it not tone using drawing materials and rubbers. Make dark lines
darker by going over with charcoal or black paint. Add white chalk to create lighter
details. Can also use small amounts of black paint to create darker shapes.
Rose Blanche
Romeo and Juliet
The Mysteries of Harris Burdick
Titanic
The Edo Princess

